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This collection gathers together three wildly acclaimed short stories --Jack Webb's Star, Remaindered, and
Bumsicle  -- by Edgar-nominated writer Lee Goldberg, author of the bestselling MONK and DIAGNOSIS
MURDER series of original mystery novels.

In Jack Webb's Star, a struggling reporter comes up with a bizarre scheme in traffic school with an ex-con in
a desperate attempt to reinvigorate his love life. Jack Webb's Star originally appeared in the anthology
Hollywood and Crime.

In Remaindered, a once-famous novelist embarks on a self-financed book tour through middle America to
save his career...and ends up having a fateful encounter. Remaindered originally appeared in Ellery Queen
Mystery Magazine and was a Reader's Choice Award finalist. It has also been reprinted in the Top Suspense
anthology.

In Bumsicle,  a homeless woman freezes to death, unlocking troubling memories for a weary cop and a
powerful Chief of Police. Bumsicle originally appeared in the anthology Fedora III.

Here's just a sampling of the critical acclaim for these three unforgettable stories:

"Lee Goldberg's 'Jack Webb's Star,' is a riotous caper crime with a nasty twist that starts in a traffic school
class in the Taft building, where among the offenders is a hapless man ticketed for drunk driving in his
wheelchair..." --Los Angeles Times 

"Editor Robert Randisi solicited more than a dozen familiar crime-fictionists to contribute their own
Tinseltown tales to this volume. Among the best are Lee Goldberg's clever 'Jack Webb's Star'" - January
Magazine 

"Jack Webb's Star is a darkly funny story about a heist that could only happen in Hollywood. The author of
TV's brilliant, but obsessive-compulsive detective Monk is on top of his game," Seattle Post-Intelligencer

"Veteran television screenwriter Lee Goldberg has some fun with a small screen legend in 'Jack Webb's
Star'" - Booklist 

"Remaindered is terrific," Ken Levine, Emmy-award winning writer/producer of "M*A*S*H" and "Cheers."

"Remaindered is great facial exercise for writers.  It makes us laugh and cry at the same time," Thomas
Perry, bestselling author of "The Informant"

"...and best of all, "Jack Webb's Star," Lee Goldberg's hilarious contemporary tale of a struggling TV writer,
his commercial actress wife, a traffic school led by an unfunny stand-up comic, and Joe Friday's star on the
Hollywood Boulevard Walk of Fame," Ellery Queen Mystery Magazine.

"The tale is as well-turned as you'd expect from a pro and it takes imaginative flight from a reality that'll be
recognized by anyone who has ever faced the world over a stack of books at a signing table," Stephen



Gallagher, bestselling author and writer/creator of the TV series "The Eleventh Hour."

"Top billing should go to Michael Connelly's Harry Bosch story, 'Suicide Run,' and to Lee Goldberg's 'Jack
Webb's Star'--the former for the detection and the latter for biggest laughs," Publisher's Weekly
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From reader reviews:

Harold Froelich:

What do you concentrate on book? It is just for students since they are still students or the item for all people
in the world, exactly what the best subject for that? Merely you can be answered for that question above.
Every person has various personality and hobby for every other. Don't to be obligated someone or something
that they don't wish do that. You must know how great and also important the book Three Ways to Die. All
type of book are you able to see on many options. You can look for the internet solutions or other social
media.

Arthur Poulsen:

Book is to be different for each grade. Book for children until adult are different content. As we know that
book is very important for us. The book Three Ways to Die seemed to be making you to know about other
know-how and of course you can take more information. It is extremely advantages for you. The guide Three
Ways to Die is not only giving you much more new information but also to get your friend when you feel
bored. You can spend your own personal spend time to read your e-book. Try to make relationship using the
book Three Ways to Die. You never experience lose out for everything in case you read some books.

Christopher Riley:

Reading a publication tends to be new life style in this era globalization. With reading through you can get a
lot of information that could give you benefit in your life. Having book everyone in this world can easily
share their idea. Ebooks can also inspire a lot of people. A lot of author can inspire their very own reader
with their story or perhaps their experience. Not only the story that share in the textbooks. But also they write
about the data about something that you need instance. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach
children, there are many kinds of book that exist now. The authors on earth always try to improve their skill
in writing, they also doing some analysis before they write with their book. One of them is this Three Ways
to Die.

Diane Morgan:

E-book is one of source of knowledge. We can add our understanding from it. Not only for students but
native or citizen will need book to know the revise information of year in order to year. As we know those
guides have many advantages. Beside we all add our knowledge, also can bring us to around the world. With
the book Three Ways to Die we can get more advantage. Don't that you be creative people? For being
creative person must want to read a book. Just simply choose the best book that appropriate with your aim.
Don't end up being doubt to change your life with that book Three Ways to Die. You can more pleasing than
now.
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